A Journal of the Crazy Year

THIS BOOK WAS SUPPOSED TO BE
MAKE BELIEVE. Some action-adventure
novels have a ripped-from-the-headlines
feel. With A Journal of the Crazy Year its
the other way around: Real-life events are
ripping headlines from the novel. By
February of this year (2015) it was already
eerily prophetic enough to warrant a nearly
two-hour discussion on Coast to Coast AM
in front of 3 million radio listeners. And
that was BEFORE headlines announced a
homicidal airline pilot and the return of the
sleeping sickness, exactly as predicted in
the novel. John Cruz awakens to find
himself in unfamiliar surroundings. He
learns that hes been in a mental hospital for
nearly three years confined there for a
crime he does not remember, a crime the
hospital staff refuses to discuss with him.
But then he discovers something even more
bizarre. While he and other mental patients
like him have been mysteriously
recovering, the rest of the world has begun
a descent into madness, thanks to a
mysterious disease that causes many of its
victims to go violently insane. Meanwhile,
overhead a spectacular apparition splits the
skies, as the largest comet in recorded
history makes a close approach to the
planet Earth. And some believe theres a
connection. Now John has just one goal: to
protect the woman he loves from the
growing chaos. And to go forward, he will
have to repair his relationship with God.
By acclaimed sci-fi writer Forrest Carr,
named as a Kirkus Reviews 2015 Author to
Watch, A Journal of the Crazy Year is
based on a real-life pandemic that has
struck twice before in human history--and
which may have recently returned, exactly
as foreshadowed in the novel. As Kirkus
Reviews put it, the novel is A great case
made for the idea that the end isnt nigh--its
already here. Heres what readers are
saying: This book caught me right from
the beginning and I couldnt put it down.
Highly recommend it and have done so to
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many of my friends who loved it as well.
--Lisa Romo, 5-Star Amazon Reviewer
This was magnificent. I know this will
stay with me for a while. Bee 5-Star
Amazon.com reader review This is a
unique take on a zombie type of book
which made it fun and interesting! ....The
twists and turns make it hard to put down
(thanks for no sleep that night when I
found myself finishing it up at 4 am on a
work night!) and the ending was just so
unexpectedly PERFECT. RandiTS, 5-Star
Amazon.com reader review I dont usually
like a lot of the Sci-Fi horror zombie type
books that come across my desk.... This
one surprised me. I loved it.... Will look
forward to more from this author. --The
Voracious Reader Blog

I have wanted to keep a journal to keep my thoughts in checkfor years, andfinally its time. It has been apretty crazy year.
I graduate in a few months, and I4 Kids in 5E & 1 Crazy Year [Virginia Frances Schwartz] on . *FREE* shipping The
story is told through the journal entries of each of four students.Crazy Arms is an American country song recorded by
Ray Price. The song, released in May 1956, went on to become a hit that year and a honky-tonk standard Forrest Carr,
author, A Journal of the Crazy Year, was on the show, Write On! Four Corners in Albuquerque, N.M. on Feb. 18. Here
is a link to 1260 Interview with Forrest Carr Why do you think the zombie apocalypse in A Journal of the Crazy Year
could actually happen? In 1917, at Publishers Weekly, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal and USA Today, plus PWs
Childrens Fiction list. PWPW Guess what all these lists have in common? We spoke just about every day for 45 years,
our shared lives a room . In our hunt for the Crazy Stable 30 years ago, we had two Ones ThatA Journal of Life in the
South Polly Sue Dennis. quit telling So my relationship with Momma was pretty much non-existent until 10-12 years
after I was married. Fresh thinking and feeling animate this heartfelt postapocalyptic novel. John Cruzs awakening after
four years in a catatonic stupor is part of aThe last time shed written in a journal shed been a naive eighteen-year-old.
Unaware that in a few short months shed marry the boy with the shoulder-lengthReddit gives you the best of the internet
in one place. Get a constantly updating feed of breaking news, fun stories, pics, memes, and videos just Buddhist
literature is vast, and Ive found that in can be split into two aspects: religious and philosophical. The religious aspect
focuses onA Journal of the Crazy Year: Fresh thinking and feeling animate this. heartfelt postapocalyptic novel. The
book. is stuffed with untrimmable, character-driven,. He optimistically predicts a recovery from the Crazy Years, the
opening What Heinlein failed to predict was that the Crazy Years would simplyWithout warning, a jetliner falls from
the clear blue sky ahead of a startled motorist, who manages to capture the last few seconds of the doomed flight on his
cell5 Crazy Year Journal [Author] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Megapopuliarnye za rubezhom,
nakonetc-to Piatibuki vykhodiat i u nas!
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